Online recruitment services are now rapidly changing the landscape of hiring traditions on the job market. There are hundreds of millions of registered users with resumes, and tens of millions of job postings available on the Web. Learning good job-resume matching for recruitment services is important. Existing studies on job-resume matching generally focus on learning good representations of job descriptions and resume texts with comprehensive matching structures. We assume that it would bring benefits to learn the preference of both recruiters and job-seekers from previous interview histories and expect such preference is helpful to improve job-resume matching. To this end, in this paper, we propose a novel matching network with preference modeled. The key idea is to explore the latent preference given the history of all interviewed candidates for a job posting and the history of all job applications for a particular talent. To be more specific, we propose a profiling memory module to learn the latent preference representation by interacting with both the job and resume sides. We then incorporate the preference into the matching framework as an end-to-end learnable neural network. Based on the real-world data from an online recruitment platform namely "Boss Zhipin", the experimental results show that the proposed model could improve the job-resume matching performance against a series of state-of-the-art methods. In this way, we demonstrate that recruiters and talents indeed * indicates equal contribution.
INTRODUCTION
With the fast growth of the Internet, online recruitment services are now rapidly changing the landscape of the hiring traditions on the job market. Now recruiters are able to have a broad outreach for candidate talents and talents are aware of various job opportunities. Generally, the online platform connects job providers and job seekers so as to serve as a marketplace for efficient and effective job-resume matching between job openings and candidate talents. For recruiters, they can search for relevant candidates and accept interview suggestions for the jobs. As to job seekers, they can also apply for the interviews of various job advertisements. With big data available, it indicates a good timing to establish data-driven methods for the matching task.
Regardless of the importance of job-resume matching, there is still a huge semantic gap between what the candidates describe on their resumes and what the recruiters request for the job openings. Previously, researchers have investigated various ways for learning to match talents with job requirements. A series of different perspectives have been studied such as job-oriented skill measurement [30] and matching metric modeling [15] . However, these efforts are basically built on manual inspections of feature engineering with expert experiences [19, 39] . Generally, human-based features are built with high costs with inaccurate (or even subjective) judgments. Furthermore, human features are hard to scale up with more and more data or to transfer from one recruiting domain to another.
With the surge of deep learning techniques, researchers find that the end-to-end learnable frameworks can largely improve the job-resume matching using the job descriptions and resume contents, both of which are represented as hidden vectors. Very recently, semantic representations are learned as embeddings to be fed into deep matching structures to rank candidates [20] . Moreover, resume texts can be modeled as a fine-grained representation with "ability" information incorporated [19] . In this way, the experiences of the candidates are encoded with the hierarchical structure so as to better match with the job descriptions given such job-oriented abilities.
These contributions are demonstrated to be useful for learning to match talents and job positions with embedded descriptions and resume texts via various deep matching structures. Yet, we find that another important clue has been overlooked: actually, people have preference on the job market! For recruiters, they may tend to hire candidates with particular experiences even if several candidates have similar skill sets. For job seekers, they may tend to work for certain positions despite that they are in fact competent for more other positions. Although such preference is latent, the hidden factor indeed has impacts on the matching results between job providers and job seekers.
To this end, in this paper, we propose to learn job-resume matching methods with the hidden preference information incorporated. We expect that with proper utilization of latent preference, the job-resume matching performance will be improved. The first challenge for this motivation is that how to model the preference information. We observe that the interview history for a particular job opening, or the interview application record of a specific candidate talent, indicate such preference. Note that the interview step is considered as one of the most useful tools and the final testing ground for evaluating potential candidates in the hiring process. Neither the recruiters nor the job seekers would like to waste time, money and energy for undesired choices. Through the profiling of history records, we are likely to mine the preference out for both recruiters and job seekers. Once the preference is learned, the second challenge is how to incorporate the information into the matching structure with the job description and resume representations to improve the job-resume matching.
Our contributions are manifold by tackling the mentioned challenges in the job-resume matching task:
• To learn the potential preference of recruiters and job seekers, we utilize the history record for the candidate talents and the job positions. To be more specific, we propose a profiling memory module to remember the preference information, sequentially updated by all previous choices from the history record, i.e, the interviewees and the applications.
• We propose an interactive schema between the preference memory and the job descriptions as well as the resume. For instance, the resumes in the interviewee history have impacts on the memory module and the memory has impacts on the job representation learning while vice versa. With the designed "reading-and-updating" operations for the memory, we aim at interactively learning a better job representation with preferred interviewee profiles incorporated and similarly polishing a resume representation as well.
We run experiments using the real-world talent recruitment data from the largest online hiring service platform in China, which is called Boss Zhipin (which means the "Boss Recruiting"). For each job posting and the candidate talent pair, i.e., (job, resume), we apply a classification function to decide whether the job-resume matching is a good fit. The matching scores are calculated with preference information incorporated and therefore, indicate the tastes of recruiters and job seekers. We examine the results to see how many ground truth pairs are correctly identified. We observe that the performance of job-resume matching is largely improved in terms of accuracy, AUC, and F 1 (based on precision and recall ) metrics, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our insights and the proposed job-resume matching model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the relevant literature. In Section 3 we introduce the task statement including problem formulation and model overview. The details of the model are elaborated in Section 4. We run experiments and evaluations in Section 5 and draw conclusions in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we will briefly introduce some works related to this paper including talent science studies and matching algorithms.
Recruitment-oriented talent science studies always play a core function of human resource management to support the success of business. The newly available recruitment big data enables researchers to conduct hiring analysis through more quantitative ways [5] . Given these observations, researchers are aware that talents have circles which can be used for talent sourcing [29] . Interestingly, they can even offer career path development advice based on talent survival analysis [11] and predict is it a good time to switch career by job transition [28] . Besides, job-related information from various social media sources and the inter-company jobhopping network shows the flow of talents [3] . Job skills of talents are demonstrated to be valuable to measure their popularity on the job markets [7, 30] . Recently, researchers are devoted to analyze recruitment market from more novel hiring perspectives [13] , using market trend analysis [38] and job interview assessment [25] .
The emergence of various online hiring services provides a novel perspective for better recruitment process and also posts new requirements for this research area. In particular, the study of measuring the fitting degree between the talent qualification and the job requirements, namely job-resume matching [19] , has become one hot topic catching on fire. Job-resume matching is the fundamental techniques for recruitment search and recommendation systems [21, 23] . The early research efforts of Person-Job Fit can be dated back to [14] , where the authors built a bilateral person-job recommendation system using the profile information from both candidates and jobs, in order to find a good match between talents and jobs. In [37] , Zhang et al. compared a number of user-based collaborative filtering and item-based collaborative filtering algorithms on recommending suitable jobs for job seekers. In [36] , Zhang et al. generalized finegrained linear mixed models (GLMix) at the user/item level in the LinkedIn recommendation system, and promoted job applications for job seekers.
Generally, the job-resume matching task is highly related to text mining and natural language processing techniques such as text classification [35] and similarity measurement [4] . Nowadays, deep neural networks (DNNs, also known as deep learning) have made significant improvements. DNNs are highly automated learning machines; they can extract underlying abstract features of data automatically by exploring multiple layers of non-linear transformation [2] . Compared with traditional methods that largely depend on the effective human-designed representations and input features, the deep learning based approaches can learn effective models for large-scale textural data without labor-intensive feature engineering [19] . Basically, these methods model sentences using convolutional [6, 24, 26] or recurrent [18, 27, 32] units to construct abstractive representations. Palangi et al. proposed sentence matching based on vector similarities [18] . Usually, sentences are compared in a pairwise matching style via word-by-word matchings, known as sentence pair modeling [6, 18, 31, 33] . The chain-based matching is also demonstrated to be useful by mixing sentence information as a chain sequence [10, 22, 34] .
Till very recently, job-resume matching performance are advanced with the help of deep neural networks as well. In [39] , the authors proposed to encode the job and resume respectively with two convolutional neural networks into a shared space and calculate their matching degree with cosine similarity. Qin et al. [19] leveraged hierarchical RNNs to encode the documents and incorporate the ability-aware correlation between the job and the resume via an attention mechanism. Researcher from LinkedIn introduced their search architecture with representation learning and sparse entity encoding with deep models [20] . These methods are built on deep architectures to learn job requirements and resume representations, but no preference is modeled and utilized yet.
Preference for job-resume matching is not a completely new concept. As early as 2007, Lee et al. proposed a job recommendation system based on job preferences and interests [9] . The personalization model is quite simple and straightforward. In this paper, we propose to model the preference information through memory profiling. The learning paradigm is a human-like process which mimics human resource experts with deep learning. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to model job-resume matching using deep neural networks with preference profiled and incorporated. It is a novel insight and indicates unique contribution.
TASK STATEMENT
Here we target at dealing with the job-resume matching problem, which focuses on measuring the matching degree between job requirements and the resume of talents. We will first introduce the problem formulation and the model overview in this section.
Problem Formulation
To formulate the job-resume matching task, we use J to denote a job posting which contains several sentences of job requirements and/or job descriptions, namely J = {j1, j2, . . . }. Similarly, for each talent resume, we use R to denote the contents of the experience and skill elaborations of the candidate, i.e., R = {r1, r2, . . . }. For each sentence in job descriptions J and candidate resume R, it consists of multiple words. To simplify our formulation, we denote that the job posting can be learned as a hidden vector and so as the candidate resume. Then, the matching between the job and the resume literally boils down to the matching of two hidden vectors.
In practice, the talent recruitment data naturally consist of interview/application records. For instance, we are able to keep track of what job postings that a candidate has applied. We are also aware that for a particular job opening, which candidates have been interviewed. A candidate can apply for multiple jobs, and of course a job can be applied by many candidates. Those application and interview records naturally provide labeled data for us to learn the latent preference on the job market both for the recruiter side and the job seeker side.
Formally, for a particular job opening J, the interview history of candidate talents maintained in the proposed "memory" is denoted as M J ={R1, R2, . . . }. For the talent resume R, we are also aware of the job application record as
The goal of job-resume matching is to: 1) identify a set of qualified talents and the job opening as pairs, and 2) classify the job-resume pairs according to the likelihood that a candidate talent would be a good fit to the taste of the job provider, using the matching function M atch(J, R) given M J and M R . The target is to learn a predictive model for the matching degree of R and J given the history M J and M R . For each pair of (J,R), we have the corresponding recruitment label y ∈ {0, 1}, which indicates whether the selected candidate indeed has the interview opportunity or not. The model ideally predicts as many job-resume pairs with positive labels as possible (i.e., y=1), which means improved job-resume matching with increased successful interview opportunities. 
Model Overview
The job-resume matching model is divided into two sides: the job side and the resume side. Once we learn the representations of the job description and the resume texts, we concatenate them together through a deep neural networks for job-resume match. A matching network with multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a standard way to mix multidimensions of the sentence information [2, 24] . We conduct a classification function to identify the matched pairs.
As to the representation learning of job requirements (as well as the resume), we propose a profiling memory to "remember " the preference on the job market. Inspired from human recruiters with professional expertise, we understand recruiters choose candidate talents with specific preference for interviews. They hold some latent criteria but the preference may be subject to change because the expectation towards a suitable candidate might be adjusted from time to time. Any updates of the memorized preference literally result in new candidates for interviews.
Given all interviewed candidates, we establish a memory module to learn hiring preference from the interviewee records. The memory module remembers what descriptions are relevant to the job position, forget about the irrelevant ones, and finally write the preference signals into the job representation. In this way, we establish a job embedding with both job requirements and the characteristics of expected resumes. In other words, the job texts and interviewed candidate resumes are interacted through the memory module and the memory learns the preference through the interview records. We mimic the hiring process of human recruiters to make the learning model more human-like. Intuitively, the memory will be updated as a newly interviewed candidate is recorded, and the job representation shall be synchronized with the updated preference accordingly. To this end, the job representation learning is actually an iterative updating process.
We have a symmetric way to learn the resume representation as well. A job seeker holds the work preference, and updates the preference by applying new positions for interview. We estimate the preference of what is likely to be interested in from the job application records of the talents, and incorporate that into one's resume representation through the proposed profiling memory. With resume information enhanced by job preference, we are expected to find better matched jobs that the candidate is inclined to apply (and probably is more willing to accept).
The model overview is illustrated in Figure 1 , with both sides of the job representation and resume representation interactively learned and iteratively updated by profiling memories. An MLP network is built upon the job-resume matching. In the following section, we will elaborate the technical details of proposed matching model with preference memories incorporated.
JOB-RESUME MATCHING MODEL
To be self-contained, we first give a very quick overview of the basic neural network units.
Preliminaries
Gated Recurrent Units (GRU). We use the recurrent neural networks (RNNs) with GRU units to propagate information along the word sequence. RNNs keep a hidden state vector, which changes according to the input at each time step. GRU is a gating mechanism in recurrent neural networks (RNN), introduced by Cho et al. [1] . Their performance was found to be better than the vanilla RNN by addressing the gradient vanishing and/or explosion problems. The GRU cell consists of an update gate vector zi, a reset gate vector ri, and an output vector hi. For each time step i with the input word embedding xi and the previous hidden state hi−1, the updated hidden state hi = GRU(xi, hi−1) is computed by the following calculations:
⊙ denotes element-wise multiplication. σ(·) is known as a sigmoid function. All W's and all U's are weighted matrices. Bias items are omitted in Equation (1) .
To further study the interactions and information exchanges between sentences, we establish a Bi-directional GRU (Bi-GRU) network taking the sentence representation and generating two independent hidden state vectors respectively. In general, the hidden states of a bi-directional GRU are concatenations of the hidden states of both the forward GRU and the backward GRU.
We regard the job descriptions and the resume as a piece of text document with multiple sentences. For each sentence in the document, we use the standard Bi-GRU network of Equation (1) to encode the input words. For all sentences within the job document, we use a standard GRU network to encode all the sentence embeddings, i.e., using GRU (j i−1 , h j i ) for sentence-level encoding [12] , where the inputs of the GRU unit are the job sentence representation j and the corresponding hidden states h j . We can conduct the same operations to resumes using GRU (ri−1, h r i ).
Memory Profiling
We illustrate the interactive memory profiling using the job posting side information (M J ) as an example. For the talent resume side, the memory learning (M R ) is exactly the same. We omit the superscript of M when there is no ambiguity, since we only introduce the description of job posting memory profiling to avoid redundancy. The details of the memory profiling are elaborated as follows.
Memory Initialization.
For the job requirement representation, as mentioned, we have a series of sentence-level hidden states of each and every sentence embedded as hn, we initialize the profiling memory as follows:
n denotes the number of sentences for job document encoding. The memory blocks are initialized as the first representation of job requirements. Note that the proposed memory is used to store preference information which is updated when new interviewed candidates are added into the record.
Memory Reading. Suppose now we have memory blocks with the hiring preference with k interviewed candidates recorded, denoted as
n }. How to read the information to update the job side representation using the memory block? We design a relevance vector for memory reading (denoted as l read ), which can be computed by the soft attention mechanism:
where the signal α denotes the sentence-level attention distribution over the preference memory blocks.
The attention signal can be calculated as:
where
are weight matrices. vr is a weight vector. v T r denotes its transpose. We omit the bias item in Equation (4) . We use the superscript k to denote the memory/job representation vectors from the k-th iteration. The calculated score is based on how to control the information fusion from the memory-to-job document relevance. The attention schema is parametrized as a neural network which is jointly trained with all the other components [22, 34] .
It is known that in the original version of GRU in Equation (1), the update gate zi is used to decide how much of hidden state should be retained and how much should be updated.
However, due to the way zi is calculated, it is insensitive to the information control from the memory blocks. Yet, we aim at incorporating such information for job representation iterations.
To this end, we modify the GRU cell which uses a new reading gating g read i instead of zi. The new cell takes in two inputs, the sentence representation and the relevance information, which could be regarded as a selective readingand-gating process. The selection will be based on both the input sentence embeddings and the relevance vector in order to highlight the input texts which are heavily correlated with memorized preference. For each sentence, the selective network generates an update gate vector g read i to update the sentence-level hidden state hi in Equation (1):
The gating function is to calculate the relevance between the input sentence embedding ji and the memorized preference based on the relevance vector l read i . We use this gated reading module to automatically decide to which extent the information of the embeddings should be incorporated based on the memory module. In other words, the modified GRU network can be modeled with more accurate, and relevant, information from the learned preference. Here the modified GRU of Equation (5) are applied to the job representation to finalize the job hidden vector after k times of iterations according to k interviewed candidates in the history record.
Memory
Updating. There are two information sources for the memory updating: the memory needs to update with the job description information and also update with the new interviewee resume information. For the relevance between the job requirements from the last iteration, we propose another soft attention mechanism to obtain an attention weight vector, which indicates the probability of emphasizing the j-th block from the memory.
Given vu and W update l as parameters, we define
Similarly, for the relevance between the memory and the input new resume information, we can also have:
Here, for the alignments between the memory blocks and the job sentences as well as the alignments between the memory blocks and the candidate resume sentences, we use the shared parameters W update l and vu. In this way, we have the relevance vector for memory updating according to the previous representation of job requirement texts and the new candidate resume sentences, calculated by:
Finally, we apply the gating functions to update the input of the memory module:
]) (13) Till now, we have introduced the representation learning method for job descriptions and the reading-and-updating schema of the memory module. The job encoding now interacts with the resume information through the profiling memory, which fully utilizes the interviewed candidate history from the record. Please note that the resume encoding on the candidate side would be exactly the same by using the job application track record to obtain the resume representation. The preference-aware job and resume representation learning is based on the symmetric neural network structures.
Matching Network
After max-pooling on the updated sentence-level hidden states of both the job and the resume, we concatenate the job representation and resume representation together. Then we feed the concatenated vector to an ensuing network for further information mixing. Vector concatenation for matching is known to be effective [24, 34] .
The vector is passed through a multi-layer, fully-connected, feed-forward neural network, also known as multi-layer perceptron (MLP) [2] , which allows rich interactions. The network enables to extract features automatically, starting from lower-level representations to higher-level ones, till the system provides an overall judgment of the job-resume matching degree. A single neuron outputs the matching score. We follow previous studies for job-resume matching [19, 39] and formulate the task as a classification problem. In this work, we empirically build a 3-layer MLP network. We apply the cross-entropy loss for classification to train the proposed networks. Given a positive sample (j + , r + ) in the training set, we randomly sample a negative instance r − and/or j − , which indicates a mis-matched job-resume pair. The objective is to maximize the scores of positive samples while minimizing that of the negative samples.
EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
In this section, we will introduce the experimental results based on a real-world recruitment data set. In the meanwhile, we also conduct ablation studies for revealing interesting findings obtained by our proposed model.
Dataset
In this paper, we conducted experiments on a real-world dataset provided by the largest online recruiting platform named "Boss Zhipin" (the Boss Recruiting) 1 in China. To protect the privacy of candidates, all the user records were anonymized by deleting identity information 2 . Our work aims at finding appropriate talents for suitable job positions, which will be of practical values in the recruitment process. Among all the data obtained, we conduct data filtering and cleaning by removing incomplete resumes as well as job postings without any applicants for a given period of time. The processed dataset consists of 78,107 job postings and 87,208 resumes from job seekers. We summarize the statistics of the dataset in Table 1 . For document preprocessing, we tokenize each sentence into words with the benchmark Chinese tokenizer toolkit named JieBa 3 . Please note that for different job positions, the interviewee records may share some common candidates while for different job seekers, they may also share some job interview histories: the candidate talent may apply for several job positions during the same time period.
Experimental Setups
Here, we introduce the detailed settings of our experiments, including the technique of word embedding, parameters for our proposed model, as well as the details of training stage.
We conducted the task of job-resume matching based on the real-word data set, i.e., we used the interviews as positive samples, and then used the job-resume pairs without interviews as the negative instance to train the models. The batch size is set to 128 with each sample as a job-resume pair. Each sentence in the resumes and job postings is clipped with a max length of 50. Meanwhile, each document of a resume and a job posting is clipped with 20 sentences respectively.
We represent the words in job postings and resumes with 100-dimension pretrained skip-gram vectors which are fixed during training [17] . The dimension of the memory block vector is also set to 100. The model is trained with Adam optimizer [8] and the learning rate is set to 0.0005. We empirically tune the hyperparameter of k as 5, which indicates the number of application/interview records. In order to tackle the imbalanced data problem, we used the under-sampling method to randomly select negative instances that are equal to the number of positive instances to evaluate our model. Both the size of validation set and testing set is set to 2,560 and the training will be early stopped if the evaluation results on the validation set does not increase for 5 successive epochs.
Evaluation Metrics
We follow the same evaluation paradigms in the job-resume matching studies proposed recently [19, 39] , and we also regard the job-resume matching task as a classification problem. In the real-world process of talent recruitment, people usually decide a latent threshold to filter qualified candidates from the suggested ones. Empirically, the threshold is highly relevant to professional experiences and personalized tastes. Thus, we comprehensively validate the performance using the AUC score to measure the performance under different situations [16] . AUC can reflect model performance within different boundary values between classes and thus is widely used in two-class classification problems [19] .
Still, we also include the classic metrics for the classification task using accuracy, precision, recall and F 1 scores [16] . We regard the matching score of 0.5 as the threshold. Hence job-resume pairs with a matching score over 0.5 will be counted as the positive result while pairs under 0.5 as the negative results. For fairness, we adopt the same evaluation standard for all methods in our experiments.
Competing Methods
We include several algorithms as baselines to compare the performance. For completeness, we include the classic classification methods as well as state-of-the-art job-resume matching models based on deep neural networks.
For the traditional classification methods, we can run Logistic Regression (LR), Decision Tree (DT), Naive Bayes (NB), Random Forests (RF), and Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT). These methods are typical and representative. For these methods, we treat the mean vector of all word vectors in a resume (or a job posting) as its latent vector. Then we regard the latent vectors of a candidate resume and the corresponding job posting together as the input of all baseline methods.
We also include the deep neural network baselines, which could be regarded as state-of-the-art models for job-resume matching.
• Hierarchical RNN Matching (HRNNM). Hierarchical modeling for document embedding was at first introduced by Li et al., [12] . In this way, the resume and the job requirements are encoded through the hierarchical structure of both word-level RNN and the sentence-level RNN. The last hidden states from the hierarchical RNN sequence are matched by the cosine similarity in pairs, which is a simple and effective matching model [18] .
• Person-Job Fit Neural Network (PJFNN). PJFNN was originally proposed to regard the Person-Job Fit problem as a classification task [39] . It takes a job-resume pair as input and predicts the probability that they reach an interview agreement. The authors proposed a joint representation learning approach which encodes the resumes and the job postings independently with two convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and calculates the cosine similarity as the matching degree.
• Ability-Aware Person-Job Fit (AAPJF). AAPJF also formulates the Person-Job Fit problem as a classification task [19] . The authors proposed a hierarchical recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to encode the resume and the job posting which also incorporates ability information. The new insight is to model ability-aware representation with job requirement and resume learning.
• Job-Resume Matching with Profiling Memory (JRMPM). The unique contribution of our proposed model is that we match job and resume with latent preference. In JRMPM model, we utilize the profiling memories to learn the preference on the job market for both the recruiters and the job seekers. The interview history of the job position and job application record of the candidate talents have mutual impact on representation learning of each other, which is an interactive process through the profiling memories.
Overall Performance
The overall performance is shown in Table 2 . Among all classic classification methods, LR shows the weakest result while GBDT performs relatively well. It is interesting to see that even though these standard machine learning models take the pre-trained word vectors as the input features, their results are still not as good as deep neural network based methods. We conclude that such a phenomenon may indicate that the pre-trained word vectors are not enough to characterize the semantic features of the recruitment texts. This should be the reason of why the end-to-end deep neural networks can extract more accurate semantic word representations and outperform the classic classification methods.
For the deep neural network algorithms, the simple HRN-NM model shows better results than GBDT. Not surprisingly, the talent recruitment oriented person-job fit models, i.e., PJFNN and AAPJF, show prominent improvement over the results of HRNNM, which concurs the observations from previous literature based on our recruitment data. The improvement indicates that the ability-aware models as well as the job/resume representation learning are beneficial for this particular task. Generally, we conclude that the performance of PJFNN and AAPJF are to some extent comparable in terms of the F 1 scores and the AUC scores. Still, AAPJF shows slightly better results in the accuracy scores. The advantage might be resulted from the different ways of encoding job and resume sentences.
We are delighted to find that the results of our proposed JRMPM method have the overall advantages over the performance of PJFNN and AAPJF in terms of accuracy, F 1 scores, as well as the AUC scores. The improvement over the best baseline has passed the significance test and we demonstrate that using the preference memory for jobresume matching indeed facilitates the performance.
Ablation Study of Profiling Memories
Actually, it is not surprising to see that JRMPM shows the best results, but can we credit the improvement to the latent preference information used in our model? It would be interesting to conduct ablation studies to examine the effectiveness of the proposed preference memories. The first model variant is that we remove the memory blocks from both the recruiter side and the job seeker side (denoted as "No Memory"). The model essentially degenerates into the job representation learning and resume representation learning and matching with an MLP layer after the jobresume concatenation. The other two model variants are to add the memory from either side of the matching network in separate, i.e., job representation with interviewee memory (denoted as "+Job Mem") and resume representation with application memory (denoted as "+Resume Mem").
Comparing the performance of the model variants against the full model in Table 3 , we have the following observations for the impacts of memories. All model variants which remove memory modules show prominent performance drop. In particular, the model variant No Memory has the worst performance and some results are not as good as that of AAPJF. The phenomenon indicates that without the preference modeling, the proposed model will not be stronger than baselines. It is good to see that with the incorporation of memory vectors from either the job side or the resume side, the model variants (i.e., +Job Mem and +Resume Mem) generally have better performance than No Memory and AAPJF. The impacts of the preference module are quite prominent. Furthermore, when the preference of both sides (recruiters and job seekers) added, the full model yields the best performance. From the ablation studies, we conclude the preference memory from both sides indeed help the jobresume matching task to improve the performance.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel end-to-end deep neural network based framework for the job-resume matching task. We expect the model will improve the online talent recruitment process by reducing human labors and providing better matching results. The key idea is to learn the job requirement and resume text representations with latent preference information incorporated. To be more specific, we design a memory module to "remember" records in interview/application history. The memory reads the records of preferred candidate resumes and update the job representation with resume-aware information and similarly, the memory reads the job application history and update the resume representation with job-oriented information. In this way, the job and resume representations are learned in an interactive way through the profiling memories. The whole procedure mimics hiring behaviors and is more human-like.
We conduct experiments on real-world data from the online recruitment service platform. Extensive experimental results clearly validate the effectiveness of our proposed jobresume matching method in terms of accuracy, AUC, and F 1 scores, etc. Especially, we conduct additional ablation studies to verify that the memories are rather useful and the preference information is the key factor for improvement.
